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In

Co ce ng se re f el amage F CC1 t li t~wa e ~coo ed

n clea po e reacto s t is one of the mpo tant i ems to

eval ate e ox ation behavi of Zircaloy clad 1 g S1nce t e e~

action rate of its oxi ation has a m 0 inf ence on core heat

and elated dam ge.

The Zircaloy~steam reaction has alrea

for the loss-of-coolant acci ent LOCA)

the picture is now fairly clear. Howe er

been widely investigated

analysis (I) ~ (6 and

in most of these investi-

gations, oxidatio experlme ts we e erformed nder the condition of

so-called unlimited steam supply. On the other hand, the calculation

with MARCH2 code for severe accidents 7) showed that sufficient

steam as not sup lied 0 0 1 ze all Zirca oy the reactor core.

And it 1S also expected t at Zircaloy in the er portion of the

core would be oxidized under limite steam supply if the reaction

in the lower portion woul be ve intense and a flow channel block~

age would occur. It can be, the efo e. expecte that some part of

the Zircaloy in the core wo 1 oxidized under the steam-starved

and hydrogen enriched atmospheri con ition. Consequently. it is

probably not appropriate to apply the reaction kinetics of Zircaloy

steam oxidation obtained from the p ev ous data set directly to the

SFD analysis.

It has al ready been known that Zircaloy would be less oxidized un

der the condition of limited steam supply. For instance, the author

et al. (8) reported that less oxidation of Zircaloy was measured in

stagnant steam for oxidation temperatures between 900 and 1200 oe.

However, in this series of the test, the atmospheric condition ln

side the reaction chamber varied largely during each test because

of the hydrogen generation with Zircaloy-steam reaction. Chung and

Thomas (9) showed that the Zircaloy oxidation rates at 1200 to

1700 oe were slower in hydrogen-steam mixtures than ln pure steam

or helium-steam environments. And they concluded that the retarda

tion of oxidation rates could be caused by the hydrogen-blanketing.



Referring 0 the expe ments howe e the e e me a ap

arat s was not adequate to allow eIl cont 0 led atmos e c

conditions. In the tests by Chung and Thomas 9) • the 90 mm

long Zircaloy-4 cladding specimen was positioned ve t cally

~n a bell jar and heated ~n a drogen steam mixture s lied

through an inlet. Consequently, hydrogen enrichment

per space of bell jar is possibly expected to occur

test. especially in cases of Iow supply rates of

mixture.

~n the p

during each

drogen-steam

more investigations under weIl controlled atmospheric con

ditions, therefore, desired to perform in order to make clear

the oxidation behavior of Zircaloy under conditions expected in

SFD accidents. The present work describes the results of Zirca

loy-4 oxidation experiments conducted at 1000 and 1300 oe in an

atmosphere, provided by steam flowing at a reduced and constant

rate in the range of 3 ~ 170 mgl . mln.

2. Experimental

The chemical composition of Zircaloy-4 used 1n this experiment lS

listed in Table J. A schematic illustration of the specimen and

the apparatus for Zircaloy-steam oxidation is shown in Fig. 1. Tu

bular specimens of 30 mm in length were prepared by cutting PWR

Slze Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes of JO.75 mm in outer diameter and

9.30 mm ln inner diameter. Prior to oxidation, the specimens were

pickled ln a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acids for one

minute and then rinsed in distilied water. The apparatus consists

of a quartz-made reaction tube of 20 mm in lnner diameter, an eIec

tric resistance furnace and a steam generator.

Before each oxidation test, the atmospheric pressure Ioop of the



ap ara s as ge t gon ga the 1 e T e pec

men was i serted o t e mid-pa of he eact on t e e

furnace which ad been re iously s abil ze at a spec f e tes

temperatu e, and oxi

rate in the range of

ized in steam of reduce and constant f ow
2

~ 170 mg cm ·min, realized y a small steam

generator and calibrated through t e evaporation ate during stea y-

state operation for several hours The longitudinal temperature

difference in the length of 60 mm of the mid-part of the furnace

was maintained within + oe during each test. The niformity of

temperat re dist ibution along t e mid-part of the furnace was,

therefore, considered to be sufficient for the ox dation experiment

of small-sized specime The temperature was meas red with a

Pt-Pt!18%Rh thermocouple spotwelded on the inner surface of the

specimen at its mid-point The specimen was isot ermally oxidized

at 1000 or 1300 oe. Temperature overshooting due to the exothermic

reaction between Zircaloy and steam was avoided, if necessary by

shifting the location of the specimen. After maintaining the iso

thermal oxidation for a predetermined d ra ion ranging from 2 to

60 minutes. the specimen was quickly pulled out of the furnace

and cooled.

2.3 Evaluation

The weight of the specimen was meamred with a direct reading balance

before and after each test, thereby the weight gain due to oxida

tion was calculated. All of the specimens were examined metallo-

graphically to know the extent of the reaction and the morphology

of oxide film. In addition to these measurements, selected specimens

were analyzed by hot extraction analysis to determine the content

of absorbed hydrogen and oxygen.

3. Results and Discussion

Experimental conditions and measured weight gain of the speClmens

oxidized at 1000 oe for 15 min are listed in Table 2. In these ex-
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Figure 2 s ws the correlation between the weigh ga~n of Zi caloy

specimens oxidize at 1000 oe for 15 min and the steam supply rate.

Leistikow and Schanz ( 0) ave given an empirical expression far

the wei t gain of Zircaloy ~ unlimited steam flow in the form,

T 0.724 exp (- 0481/T) <1>-

(g
2

where T Oxygen up take cm ),

t Oxidation time ( s ) •

T Oxidation temperature (K) •

For the purpose of compar son, the value of weight ga~n calculated

with Eq. <1> is also shown in Fig. 2 as a dotted line. Noticable

difference in the wei t gain of speeimens is not seen in the range

of steam supply rate above the critieal value of some 13 mg/cm
2

·min.

In this range of the flow rate, the weight gain settles on the rough-
2

ly eonstant level of 5 mg/em . There is about 15% differenee be-

tween the experimental data and the caleulated value. Table 3 shows

the oxygen and hydrogen content 1n Zircaloy speeimens oxidized at

1000 oe for 2 ~ 60 min. The oxygen and hydrogen were analysed in

the two parts of eaeh specimen. l.e. the top-end and the bottom-end

to the direetion of steam flow as shown in Fig. 3. Specimens of

nrs. 209 and 214 were oxidized for 15 min in the range of steam

supply rate above the eritieal value. In both eases, the eontent

of oxygen in the top-end portion of the oxidized speeimen is slight

ly higher than that in the bottom-end. Therefore, the differenee can

be partly interpreted as an effect of steam consumption along the

specimen length.

On the other hand, a sharp decrease of weight galn lS observed 1n

the range of the rate below the critical value with decreasing the

steam supply rate. This can be taken for the effect of steam star-

vation.
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sequent it is estimate tha abo t o wt.ppm of hy rogen was

a sorbed 1n h s s eC1me ring oxi ation. This is anothe effect

of steam starvatio

During OX1 ation by steam ogen lS continuously generated on

the surface of Zirca oy c adding by the reaction Zr + 2H
2

0 + Zr0 2
+ 2H 2 T the amount of roge generated is directly propor-

tional to he wei gain of t e oxidized Zircaloy specimen. There-

fore the atmospheric con ition 1n the reaction tube during each

test can be calc lated fra the ra e of steam supply and the weigh

gain of the s eC1me der he as s t on that the hydrogen is dis-

tributed over the oIe cross se ion of reaction tube and only ac-

cumulated in the ext differential volume of reaction tube during

continued oxidation. Some examples of the atmospheric conditions

such as steam consumption ratio and drogen-steam volume ratio

(VH 2 /VH 20) thus etermined for the specimens oxidized at 1000 °c

for 15 m1n are liste in Ta le 4 together with experimental re

sults. In the case of the speclmen no. 204, it is estimated that

17.1% of steam ntroduced into the reaction tube during the test

was consumed by the oxidation reaction. And. on the assumption

mentioned above

action tube would

droge -steam olume ratio (VH
2

!VH 20) ln the re

ary from 0 to a certain value along the speci-

men length as shown schematically in Fig. 4. The ratio is calculated

to be 0.2 for the specimen no. 204 at the position of bottom-end.

a steam-hydrogen mixture whose

t can be estimateTherefore,

range of 0 "u 0.2 It has alrea

that the specimen was oxidized in

olume ratio VH
2

/vH
2

0 was in the

been pointed out by the author

(8), (11) and Furuta et al. ( 2) that Zircaloy could absorb much

hydrogen during steam oxidation at hi~ temperatures under the at-



mosphe l.C con 0 i l. e ge f a 0

siderably hi e ate of . 2 e e e e

1S n t considerab1y hi f e stand oint 0 ta e y the

an F ta et a1. Neverthe ess e s e me 204 abso

100 wt . ppm of oge I sho 1 e no i ced i this case a

stagnant condition of steam flow co d have take lace 1. t e

cinity of the specimen d e to the e 10w steam s p1y rate f

3.2 mgj min. thereby a hi vo1ume rati of droge cou d be

reached in the atmosphere. The steam supply rate of 3.2 mg cm
2

i

corresponds to the f10w e10city of 0.31 cm s at 1000 e. The ratios

for the specimens nos, 209 and 214 are 0.21 and 0.06 res ective1y.

No perceivable amounts of drogen were absorbed in these spec1.mens.

The amount of hydrogen generated during each oxidation test can be

estimated from the total wei gain of the specimen. The efo e. f om

both this amount of generated hydrogen and absorbe doge con-

tent. the hydrogen absorption ratio of the specimen is easily ca1

culated. The ratios are 14 ~ 16, 0.5 ~ 0.9 and 0.5 ~ 0.9% for t e

tests nos. Z04, 209 and 214, respectively.

Figure 5 shows calculated hydrogen-steam vo1ume ratios

(VH
2

!VH
2

0) at the bottom-end of the specimens and steam con

sumption ratios for the tests at 1000 oe for 5 min as a func

tion of steam supply rate. In the plots of VH
2

!VH
2
0, a V-shape

curve is discernible in the range of supply rate between 3.2

and 13 mg/cm
2

·min. The ratio is seen to approach its peak of

0.21 at the supply rate of 13 mg!cm
2

'min which corresponds to the

eritieal value for the steam starvation at 1000 oe as shown in

Fig. 2 and then it deereases with increase of the supply rate.

The variation of the steam eonsumption ratio ith steam supply

rate bears a elose resemblanee to that of VHZ!VHZO. The maXl.mum

ratio is 17.1 % at the supply rate of 13 mg ·ml.n. It is easy

to underst~nd that these two ratios decrease with increase of

steam supply rate in the range of supply rate above the criti

eal value, in whieh normal oxidation of Zirealoy is observed.

However, it 1.S very difficult to give an appropriate explana

tion to the V-shape curves 1.n the range of steam supply rate

below the eritieal value. Steam starvation refers to a condi-
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determining ste of Zi caloy-steam react on is the diff s on

of oxygen an:Lons via an oxygen deficient form of Zr0
2

. This

mechanism should be influenced by the absolute amount of oxygen

atoms availab e per t area of specimen su face.

Figure 6 shows the correlatio between the wel t galn and the

d ration of oxida ion at 000 °c for three different steam

conditions and measured weightsupply rates. The experimenta

gain of speClmens are 1is e Table 5. For he purpose of com-

par:Lson the c relation for unlimited steam supply rate which

was obtained by Leistik w et al. (2) lS included n he figure.
2

For the 10west steam s ly of 3.2 mg cm n, th initia ly

very sma11 wei gain lncreases sharply with increas ng reaction

duration. In the case of the in ermediate steam supp1y rate of

2.7 mg/cm
2

.min, the wei t gain kinetics can be expressed as a

parabo1ic function up to 15 min fol1owed by a linear one, where

as parabolic behavio pe sists up to 60 min in the case of the

higher steam supply rate of 40 0 7 mg/cm
2

.min.

ical examples of

oxidized at 1000 °c
X:L e

a e s

fi

own

icrostructures of the specimens

in Fig. 7. Photomicrograph (A) re-

presents the very thin oxide film formed on the specimen surface

oxidized for 15 min under the lowes steam s ply rate of

3.2 mg/cm
2

.min. In the cases of C) and (E) OXl ized for 15 mln

under intermediate and higher steam supply rate, oxide films of

about 25 ~m in thickness are see This thiekness of the oxide

film is roughly in agreement with the va1ue of 30 ~m caleu1ated

with the e~pirical equation <2> (10) for the growth of oxide film

in unlimited steam supply,

where

0.208 /t" exp (- 10107 T)

Growth of oxide (ern)

t Oxidation time (s)

T Oxidation temperature (K).

<2>
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other and t he OX1 e film 1S relati ely t 1n for the hi er steam

supp y (F) Absorbe dogen conten of the specimens oxidized

for 60 m

fo

were analyzed to be 2300,

the steam supply rate of 3.2

400 an 410 wt.ppm (Table 3)

and 4 .7 mg! 'm1n, re-

spectively.

,2 Oxidation at 30

The experimental

mens OX1 1ze at

conditions and measure

3 oe for 15 min a e

weight gain of the speci

listed in Table 6.

15 min.

a func-

steam supply rate fotion of

Figure 8 shows the weight gain of Zircaloy-4 specimens as

3 0 d .the tests at 1 00 e urlng

Be ow the critical steam supply rate of some 20 mg! . ml n, a

sharp decrease of weight galn is observed. In the range of the

supply rate be ween 20 and 60 mg!cm
2

'min a peak is obvious with

its maximum about 15% above the level expected for unlimited steam.

Relatively hi contents of hydrogen between 340 and 1300 wt.ppm

were ana zed for the specimens oxidized in this range. At higher

steam supply rates the weight ga in decreases gradually to a nearly

constant level.

Some estimations of the atmospheric conditions such as steam con-

sumption ratio and droge -steam volume ratio for the three se-

lected tests at 1300 oe for 15 min are listed in Table 7 together

with experimental data. In case of the specimen no. 183. oxidized

in the very low steam supply rate of 3.5 mg! 'min, it is es ti-

mated that 19.6% of the steam introduced into the reaction tube

during the test was consumed by the oxidation reaction. And the

hydrogen-steam volume ratio is calculated to be 0.24 at the po

sition of bottom-end. In the case of no. 21 I. both steam consump-



tion ati an roge s e vo e r o a e rela e y o

c se of the g er s eam s ply rate. In con rast to t ese cases

the ratios a e

in t s ca se

ery hi

hat a 0

in tecase of no. 150. It is estimated

ha f of 1 troduced steam was consumed by

the oxidation of Zirca oy and the drogen-steam ratio was .03

at the bottom-end. There is ob ious correlation between the

drogen-steam olume ratio and the absorbed drogen content.

drogen content of the specimen no. 50 is extremely high, which

is estimated to have been oxidized in the atmosphere with high

fraction of hydrogen. This tendency is in good agreement with the

finding by t e author (8) (I ) and Furuta et al. (12) as pre

viously described. H rogen absorption ratios are 18 ~ 21,

2.2 ~ 8.4 and o.
respectively.

~ 1.2% for the tests nos. 183, 150 and 211,

The photomicrographs of these three specimens oxidized at 130 °c
for 15 min are shown ln Fig. 9. Photomicrograph ( respresents

the structure of the specimen no. 183 oxidized under the lowest

steam supply rate of 3.5 mg/ ·min. The oxide film formed on the

specimen surface is very thin and the microstructure is seen to

consist mostly of needle-shaped previous-B (a') phase crystals.

Photomicrographs (E) and (C) show the microstructure of the speci

mens nos. 150 and 211 oxidized under intermediate and higher steam

supply rates of 29 0 and 159.0 mg/cm
2

.min, respectively. Very thick

double layer oxide films formed on the outer and inner surfaee of

the speeimens are seen in both cases. The thickness of these oxide

layers lie in the region of 110 ~ 120 vm, which is in good agree

ment with the value of 101 vm calculated with the empirical equa-

tion (2). Chemical ana sis indicated that the specimens corres-

ponding to (E) and (C) eontained 340 ~ 1300 and 50 ~ 160 wt.ppm

of hydrogen, respeetively. However, there is no obvious differenee

between (E) and (C).

Figure 10 shows ealeulated hydrogen-steam volume ratio at the

bottom-end loeation of the specimens

tios for the tests at 1300 °c for 15

and

mln

steam eonsumption ra

as a function of steam
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t the s

The aeeeieration of oxidation was measured 1n the ange of steam

supply rate between 20 and 60 mg/c 'm1n as s own in Fig. 8. Fo

this range of the supply rate, the drogen-steam olume ratio

lies in the region of 0.3 ~ 1.7. It has already been known t at

the oxidation kineties of Zirealoy by steam is possib y aceeie ted

in the speeified atmosphere with high fraetion of ydrogen. F a

and Kawasaki 12) investigated the oxidation behavior of zirca oy-4

in steam- drogen mixtures at temperatures ranging f om 950 to

1100 oe. And they identified fluetuations of the reaction rates

for critical rogen-steam volume ratios of 0.2 to 0.4 as s wn

in Fig. 11. In their tests at 1100 oe for 900 s 5 min), for 1n-

stance, about 20% larger weight gain was meas red for the drogen-

steam volume ratio of 0.3.
x

The cause of such kinetics fluctuations lS not yet obvious, which

seems to be strongly related with the high hydrogen fractions ln

the atmospheres.

On the other hand, Chung and Thomas (9) performed oxidation expe

riments of Zircaloy-4 at temperatures ranging from 1200 to 1700 oe

in hydrogen-steam mixtures and observed significantly smaller oxi

dation rates compared with those ln steam-saturated conditions.

They named this retarding effect of hydrogen on Zircaloy oxida

tion "hydrogen blanketing". However, as previously shown in Figs.

The hydrogen-steam volume ratio was prescribed at the inlet of

the reaction tube and hydrogen generated by the reaction was

not taken into account in the tests by Furuta et al. Therfore,

the ratio in the present work cannot be directly compared with

that of their tests.



8 a doge anket g s serve 1n the p esent

work. Smaller OX1 ation rates 0 se e n the ange of lowe steam

supply rate could be regarded as the effect of steam starvatio

And acceleration of the oxidation was measured in the atmospheres

with hi drogen fraction in which drogen blanketing" mi t

be expected o It should be noticed that the actual drogen-s eam

ratios in the vicini of the cladding specimen could be large-

ly different from the prescribed ones in their experiments due

to the inadequacy of the apparatus. 1.e. bell jar type reaction

chamber.

4 n Conclusions

Oxidation tests of Zircaloy-4 were performed at 1000 and 1300 oe

under limited steam supply with a view to examing the oxidation

behavior of Zircaloy in severe fuel damage accident conditions

of LWRs. The following conclusions were obtained:

(1) The effect of steam starvation was restricted to very

low levels of steam supply rate. The critical supply

rates for steam starvation were evaluated to be 13

and 20 mg!cm 2g min for the oxidation at 1000 and

1300 oe, respectively.

(2) In the tests at 1000 oe for 2 ~ 60 min. a clear trend

towards linear kinetics was observed for the lower

steam supplies at the longer duration of oxidation.

This could be interpreted as the result of earlier

breakaway transition under limited steam supply.

(3) In the tests at 1300 °c, an acceleration of the OX1

dation rate was measured for specified steam supply

rates between 20 and 60 mg!cm
2

.min. This related

strongly with high hydrogen concentration in the at

mosphere.

(4) Hydrogen blanketing was not identified 1n the examined

temperature range.
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Tab e I Ch

5

cal compositio of Zircaloy-4 cladding specimen

sed in experiment

Element Content Element Content

(wt o %) (ppm)

Sn I 058 0 I 100

Fe 0 0 22 H 6

er 0 0 10 N <: 100

Ni - C -

Zr : Balance I
I
i



c s s e e g

f ox e

Gain

4

4

5

5

55

56

60

62

64

68

70

72

74

76

78

80

82

84

186

88

90

92

94

96

204

209

214

5

23

2. 1

4 06

71.6

3.2

2.7

40.7

)



Table 3 Oxygen and hydrogen content in Zircaloy specimens oxidized at 1000 oe for 2 ~ 60 m~n

Specimen Time Steam Supply Rate Oxygen content (wt%) Hydrogen content (wt%)

Nr Q (min) (mg/cm 20 min)

Top Bottom Top Bottom

202 2 3.2 0 0 31+0.04 0.36+0.06 0.005+0.001 0.0 4 0.00-- - - -

204 I 5 0.93+0.44 0.66+0,28 0,01 +0.00 o .01 0.0
- - - -

205 60 6.90+1,06 2.41+0.50 0.23+0,02 ().23+0.- - - -

207 2 I 2 . 7 1 0 03+0.12 0,83+0.07 0,001 0,00-- -

209 15 1,92+0.37 .80+0.23 0.003+0.00 0,002+0,00- - - --

210 60 6.89+1.39 5,28+0.90 0.14+0.02 O. 14+ .0 I- - - -

2 I 2 2 40 07 0,94+0.15 1.01+0.06 0.001 0.002+0, 0
- - -

214 15 2.20+0 0 44 2.10+0.49 0.002+0.001 0.003 0.002- - -

215 60 4.22+0,90 3.66+1.83 0.040+0.019 0.042+0.0 4

I
- - - -



Table 4 Some experimental results and calculated atmospheric conditions for the spcime s

at 1000 Cc for 15 m1n

e

ion

Contentteam

VolumeRatio (%)

Steam ConsumotionGain
2

cm )

Rate

(mg/

Steam

Nr.

)

204 3,2 ,20 17, 1 0,2 100

209 12, 7 4, I 17,3 0.2 20'\J 30

214 40,7 5.02 5,6 , 20'\J 30 0,5

x Ratio at the bottom-end loeation of speeimen to the direetion of steam flow



Table 5 Experimental conditions and meas re el galn 0

specimen oxidized at 000 oe fo 2 6 mln

~np,...impn T Ir11 Time Steam ly Rate Weight Gain. -.
) (min) (mg/

2Nr o 0 cm )

202 1000 2 3 0 2 0.42-- --

203 5 0 0 56

204 15 1.20

205 60 10.47

207 2 12.7 I. 96--
208 5 2.86

209 I 15 4.81

210 60 14.69

212 2 40.7 1. 99--

213 5 3.00

214 15 5.02

215 60 10.15



o e

6 c----

Nr.

5 2

50 2 32,

53 5,8 2,

5 2.52

59 .23

6 2.

63 2 29,

65 .53

6 32.5

69 30,5 ,60

53.8 28.69

73 5 2 .6

75 5 30, 2

8 ,2 26.36

79 24,4 3 .53

183 3.5 1.50

185 7. 3.97

187 4.0 ,6

89 ,7 7.88

191 23, 1 30,83

93 2, 1 ,29

95 4 ,6 30 05

197 ,6 26,

99 ,9 2 ,50

32.2 25, 0

20 4, 2 .95

206 26,38

2 1 59,2 25,20

216 40.7 30.94



Table 7 Same experimental

at 1300 oe for 5

results and ealeulated atmospherie eon

mln

lons for the sne lmen ze

ent)

g:en-Steam VolumeSteam Consumption

Ratio (%))

GainWeiRate

, min)

Steam

Nr,

%

83 3.5 .50 19,6 0, 180 8

150 29,0 , I 50.6 .03

2 I 59.0 25.20 7.2 0,08 50 '" 60 .

at the bottom-end location of specimen to the direction of steam flow
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Fig.5 Hydrogen-steam volume ratio and steam consumption ratio in the

tests at 1000 oe as a funet ion of steam supply rate
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